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Abstract 

This paper focuses attention on qualitative impact analysis for 

spatial dynamics. It aims at developing new analytical tools for 

describing * absolute and relative dynamics of spatial evolution based on 

either a simple core-ring model or a more general core-ring-periphery 

model, based on a semi-ordinal sign analysis. Although the number of 

qualitative categories of possible states of an urban/regional system 

may be very large, the spatio-temporal evolution of such systems (based 

on the spatial cycle hypothesis) exhibits nevertheless fairly uniform 

patterns. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, a great deal of attention has been paid to so-

called qualitative calculus (see for overviews and applications among 

others Brouwer (1987), Brouwer et al (1987), Brouwer and Nijkamp (1984), 

Lancaster (1962), Maybee (1981), Maybee and Voogd (1984), Voogd (1982) 

and Quirk (1981)). Qualitative calculus is essentially an analytical 

tooi for an impact assessment based on imprecise information, which aims 

at predicting the signs (or directions) of the impacts. Usually only a 

limited set of impact patterns of structural parameters is assumed, 

viz., positive (+), negligible (0) or negative (-) impacts. Assuming a 

qualitative stimulus-response model, the aim is then to assess the 

direction of influence on a certain state (or endogenous) variable as a 

result of a qualitative shift in a control (or exogenous) variable. An 

interesting recent application in the field of input-output analysis can 

be found in Bon (1986). 

In the present paper the field of qualitative impact assessment 

will be further developed by in the context of spatial cycle analysis 

(cf. van den Berg et al, 1986) by: 

D focussing the attention in particular on spatial sign analysis 

for qualitative changes in a core-ring system; 

D concentrating on absolute and relative qualitative dynamics of a 

spatial system (i.e., shifts in the absolute and relative spatial sbares 

of a state variable characterizing a certain spatial system, and inter-

dependencies between the spatial behaviour of absolute and relative 

shares); 

D extending qualitative impact analysis by allowing an semi-ordinal 

(i.e., binary) ranking of both positive and negative qualitative im

pacts. This means that positive impacts can be further subdivided into 

large impacts (++) and moderate impacts (+). The same holds true for 

negative impacts, so that it is possible to consider five rankings, viz. 

(++), (+), (0), (-), (--); 

D constructing the qualitative categories of possible states of a 

spatial/regional system, and describing the spatial-temporal evolution 

of a system as the transfer from one qualitative category to another. 

This paper will use by way of illustration a qualitative descrip-

tion of multi-regional/single population spatial impact models. It 

should be added, however, that this framework is also applicable to 

multi-population/single region models. In order to clarify the aim and 

scope of the present paper, we will first give a brief illustration of a 
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spatial system based on the well-known core-ring model for spatial 

evolution. 

2. Absolute Spatial Dynamics in a Core-Ring Model. 

Assume a simple spatial system composed of an urban core and its 

surrounding area, the ring. The evolution of such a simplified system 

can be measured by means of shifts in state variables characterizing the 

socio-economie performance of the core and ring, for example, population 

size, employment, value added, etc. Thus, the absolute dynamics of this 

system can be analyzed by studying the absolute changes or shifts in 

these state variables. 

Consider now the distribution of a given variable between the core 

and the ring within a simple spatial core-ring model in an otherwise 

open spatial system. The distribution of such a spatial variable based 

on the above mentioned rankings can be described by the distribution 

vector z: 

(X,Y) (2.1) 

where X and Y are (positive) shares of the spatial variable (spatial 

substance) in the core and ring, respectively. The domain of all pos-

sible core-ring distributions of a spatial variable is described in Fig. 

1. This domain is divided into two subdomains associated with the in-

equalities X > Y and X < Y. 

Figure 1. Domain of core-ring distributions 
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The evolution of such a system can be characterized by the absolute 

changes in the shares (X, Y), caused by the transition of the system 

from a state A, associated with a distribution z. - (X., Y A), to a state 
A A A B, associated with a distribution z B (XB,YB) The transitional 

redistribution of a state variable is described by the difference vec

tor: 

Az - zB - zA - (XB-XA,YB-YA) - (AX.AY) (2.2) 

A qualitative description of the transition from state A to B can 

be given by the sign vector: 

Sign Az - (Sign AX, Sign AY) (2.3) 

where 

Sign AX 

++ if AX is a large positive increment, 

•+ if AX is a moderate positive increment, 

0 if AX is a non-significant increment or decrement 

if AX is a moderate negative decrement, 

if AX is a large negative decrement. 

Sign AY is defined analogously. This means that only 25 qualitative 

impact patterns (qualitative categories) are associated with the ab

solute dynamics in a core-ring model in the context of an open 

surrounding spatial system (see Table 1). 

Core Ring Core Ring Core Ring 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

++ ++ 

+ ++ 

0 ++ 

- ++ 

++ 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

++ 0 

+ 0 

0 0 

0 

0 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

++ — 

+ — 

0 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

++ + 

+ + 

0 + 

- + 

— + 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

++ -

+ -

0 

Table 1. Qualitative categories (sign configurations) for absolute 
changes in a simplified.core-ring model in the framework 
of an open surrounding spatial system. 
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The graphical presentation of the qualitative categories for pos

sible absolute changes in the state variables (X,Y) is given in Fig. 2. 

The domain of qualitative categories can be divided into two subdomains 

associated with a total absolute core-ring growth (AX+AY>0), and with a 

total absolute core-ring decline (AX+AY<0). A more complicated division 

of the domain of absolute changes can be introduced with the help of 

qualitative interconnections between the absolute values of shares of 

spatial distributions such as, for example, AX>|AY|, etc... Each such 

subdivision generates a definite qualitative category of spatial 

dynamics (see also Fig. 3). 

The evolution of spatial systems can in general now be described 

with the help of possible transfers of the system from one qualitative 

category to another. As an example of spatial evolution we will consider 

here the hypothesis of spatial cycles within metropolitan areas (central 

city + suburbs), which is based on a consideration of four qualitative 

stages - viz. urbanization, suburbanization, desurbanization and reur-

banization (see Klaassen et al, 1981, and Nijkamp, 1987). In a recent 

paper Kawashima (1987) presented this spatial cycle hypothesis with the 

help of Table 2. The graphical description of spatial cycles for the 

population change is given in Fig. 4, which is a diagram of the type 

Fig. 3 of absolute changes in population shares for a central city and 

its suburbs <see also Fig. 5). 

Stage 

Sub-stage 

(Qualitative 
category ) 

Population change 

Stage 

Sub-stage 

(Qualitative 
category ) Central City 

X 
Suburbs 

Y 
Relative 
change 

Metropolitan 
area 

Stage 

Sub-stage 

(Qualitative 
category ) 

Sign AX Sign AY Sign (AX+AY) 

Urbanization 1 

2 

+ 

+ + 

X>Y 

X>Y 
+ 

Suburbanization 3 

4 

+ + 

+ 

X<Y 

X<Y 
+ 

Desurbanization 

5 

6 -

+ X<Y 

X<Y 
-

Reurbanization 
7 

8 + 

— X>Y 

X>Y 
-

Table 2. Tabular presentation of configurations of spatial cycle 
hypothesis (Kawashima (1987)). 
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AY' Change 
in ring 

— ++ - ++ 0 ++ + ++ ++ ++ 

— + - + 0 + + + ++ + 

— 0 - 0 0 0 +0 ++ 0 

A C 

— — - " • 0 + -
1 

— — 0 ++ — 

AX 

Change 
in core 

Figure 2. Tabular presentation of qualitative categories 
for absolute change 

AX + AY> 0 

|AX|> AY 

AX + AY <0 

Figure 3. Graphical presentation of qualitative categories 
for absolute changes 
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Central city 

Figure 4. Graphical presentation of 

qualitative categories for 

the spatial cycle hypothesis. 

Changes 
in 
suburbs 

Changes m 
central.city 

Figure 5. Graphical presentation of spatial 

evolution with the help of qualitative 

categories, of absolute changes in impact 

variables. 
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The introduction of the set of all possible qualitative categories 

requires a complete description of the set of evolutionary stages of a 

spatial system. It is important to emphasize that the Kawashima descrip

tion of the spatial cycle hypothesis is only based on binary (+,-) 

sign configurations. Therefore, the introduction of a more heterogeneous 

set of ++,+,0,-,-- sign configurations is likely useful for generating a 

multiplicity of change patterns (including 'catastrophic' changes) for 

the processes of stagnation of population distribution within 

metropolitan areas. For example, Table 3 gives a more precise descrip

tion of urbanization stages for a core-ring model. 

Stage Sub-stage 

Population chanse 

Stage Sub-stage Central City 
Sign AX 

Suburbs Relative 
Sign AY change 

Metropolitan area 
Sien (AX+AY) 

Urbanization 

Ul 

++ 
++ 
+ 

- AX>|AY| 

X>Y + 
Urbanization Intermediate 

sub-stage 
++ 
+ 

0 
0 X>Y + 

Urbanization 

U2 

++ 
++ 
+ 

++ 
+ 
+ 

AX>AY 

X>Y + 

Suburbanization 

S3 

++ 
+ 
+ 

++ 
++ 
+ 

AX<AY 

X<Y + 
Suburbanization Intermediate 

sub-stage 
0 
0 

++ 
+ X<Y + 

Suburbanization 

S4 -
++ 
++ 
+ 

|AX|<AY 

X<Y + 

Desurbanization 

D5 • 

++ 
+ 
+ 

|AX|>AY 

X<Y -Desurbanization 
Intermediate 
sub-stage 

— 0 
0 X<Y -Desurbanization 

D6 - IAX|>|AY| 

X<Y -

Reurbani zat ion 

R7 - — 1AX1< i AY1 

X>Y -Reurbani zat ion 
Intermediate 
sub-stage 

0 
0 X>Y -Reurbani zat ion 

R8 

++ 
+ 
+ 

AX<|AY| 

X>Y -

Table 3. More precise description of the qualitative stages of 
the spatial cycle hypothesis. 



3. General Framework of Qualitative Description of Multiregional 

Absolute Spatial Redistribution Dynamics 

Let us now consider a spatial system (spatial wholeness) which is 

conceptually meaningful to view as comprising a finite number N of spa

tial units (or regions) (1,...,i,...N) and a distribution of 'spatial 

substance'. 'Spatial substance' can represent virtually anything of 

interest to the spatial analyst: territory, population, industry, con-

flicts, innovations, vegetation, temperature and other space 

distributed geographical, economie, social, demographic, political, 

biological, climatological, geomorphologic or ecologie phenomena. 

Each region i may be assumed to possess an amount X. of a spatial 

substance such that the vector z - (X.. ,X„ X„) is a vector of 

(absolute) distribution of a spatial substance within the spatial sys

tem. 

Next consider two different states A and B of the spatial system 

corresponding to the distribution vectors: 

ZA "° ^l'^2 ^V 
(3.1) 

ZB = ^i'^2' ' ' ' '̂ SP 

The transition from state A to state B will be called the absolute 

redistribution of spatial substance. This redistribution can be as

sociated with a vector of increments (see (2.2)): 

Az zfi - zA= (X£-X1,X^-X2,...,X^-XN) = (AX1,AX2 AX^ (3.2) 

lts qualitative description is associated with a vector of signs of 

increments: 

Sign Az = (Sign AK±, Sign AX2 Sign AX^ (3.3) 

where 

Sign AX. 

+ if AX. > 0, 

- 0 if AX. = 0, (3.4) 

if AX. < 0. 
i 
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It is clear that in case of complex spatial systems (for instance, 

territorial exclusion due to multiple urban cores) a wide variety of 

spatial qualitative categories (qualitative stages) can be determined, 

while the number of combinatorial possibilities increases even dramati-

cally. Consequently, the usual theories on urban decay (for instance, 

the 'clean break' hypothesis) have to be dealt with very carefully, as 

the real-world spatial pattern may be much more complex than the simple 

spatial dichotomy (or dual spatial development) taken for granted in 

these theories suggests. 

The construction of more substantial qualitative categories is 

related to additional constraints on the behaviour of increments for a 

chosen subset of regions, i.e., for example, to the behaviour of the 

Sign (AX.+AX,+...+AX ) for different subsets i,k,...,r of regions in the 

spatial system at hand. Thus spatial redistribution dynamics means the 

transfer from one qualitative category to another. This needs of course 

a comprehensive description of the (empirical and theoretical) 

regularities of such transformations. This issue will be further dis-

cussed in the next section. 

4. Relative Spatial Dynamics in a Three Region Single Population 

Model. 

In the present section we will assume a simple three region model 

for a spatial system composed of an urban core, a suburban ring and a 

rural periphery. The relative distribution of spatial substance (such as 

population or employment) can be measured by means of the successive 

relative shares (weights) p,q and r of the spatial substance in a core, 

ring and periphery in such a way that 

p + q + r - 1; 0 < p.q.r < 1 (4.1) 

In this case we will call the spatial substance the relative population. 

The domain of possible changes in relative weights of the core, 

suburban ring and rural-periphery population can be presented geometri-

cally by a so-called triangram or Möbius triangle (see Fig. 6) in such a 

way that the distribution u = (p,q,r) of relative population between the 

core, ring and periphery areas can be presented by a point u within this 

triangle. The weights p,q and r are called the barvcentric coordinates. 

because it is possible to hang the weights p,q and r in the vertices of 
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the Möbius triangle so that the point u will be a centre of gravity of 

the triangle (see Fig. 7). 

0 p 

Figure 6. A triangram (or Möbius triangle) 

Figure 7. Representation by means of 
barycentric coordinates 

The relative spatial dynamics adopts thus the form of the trajec-

tory of the state ü over time. Different forms of trajectories will thus 

represent different types of core-ring-periphery spatial dynamics. 

In Fig. 8, points ü-^ü^ . . : ,ü"7 present a hypothetical relative 

dynamics of a core-ring-periphery system. The initial distribution ^ of 

relative population is associated with the absence of the relative 

population in a core and ring; the state ü"2 is associated with a popula

tion growth in a core at the expense of the periphery - the beginning of 

an urbanization process; the state ü"3 shows the beginning of subur-

banization together with a relative concentration of population in the 

core; the states ü^ü^u^üg are those of suburbanization; and the 

states ü, ,üc,ü,,ü-, describe the gradual growth of the relative popuia-
4 5 6 / 

tion in the periphery. 



1 -

O 1 

periphery 

ring 

Figure 8. Illustration of relative dynamics in 
a core-ring periphery model 

The relative spatial dynamics can be analysed by studying the 

changes or shifts in the relative weights p,q,r. The transition from the 

relative distribution vu- (p. , q.. , r..) to the distribution u„ = (p„,q„,r„) 

is measured by the difference 

A U12 = U2"U1 ' (P2'pl,q2"'ql'r2"rl^ " ^Ap' Aq' Ar^ ^4'2^ 

It is obvious that in a closed system: 

Ap+Aq+Ar - 0; -l<Ap,Aq,Ar<l (4.3) 

The domain of all possible shifts in the relative weights p,q,r 

related to Fig. 8 can be presented by a hexagonal diagram or hexagram 

(see Fig. 9). The hexagram contains three coordinate axes Ap,Aq,Ar 

originating from the diagram's central point with a 120° angle between 

the axes. Each of the axes represents the relative population change in 

a corresponding part of the core-ring-periphery regional system. Each 

vector u., in the hexagram, which starts from the origin, is a dif

ference vector u, -u. between twp relative population distributions u, 

and u. of two different time periods k and i. The hexagram is divided 

into six sectors where each sector represents a different type of 

regional dynamics. The type of dynamics can be defined by the sign vec

tor 

Sign Au - (Sign Ap, Sign Aq, Sign Ar) (4.4) 
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Let us first consider the simple (+,-) impact model. Sector I, for 

example, is characterized by the sign vector (+ - -) indicating a pure 

urbanization process of relative growteh of the (relative) core popula

tion at the expense of the ring and periphery; sector III indicates a 

pure suburbanization process of concentration of relative population 

within the ring, etc. These six sectors of the hexagram can, therefore, 

serve as a basis for classifying qualitatively possible changes in the 

relative population of the regional system (see Table 4). For example, 

we obtain three different forms of the urbanization process: I. pure 

urbanization; II. urbanization + suburbanization and VI. urbanization + 

sub -suburbanization. 

III (- + -) 

3( - + 0) Aq 
I I Ib (Ap<Ar ; 

IVa(Aq>Ar) 

IV ( - + +) 

IVb(Aq<Ar) 

4( - 0 + ) 

Va(Ap<Aq) 

V ( - -

Vb(Ap>Aq) 

5 (0 

2(0 
I I I a ( A p > A r ) 

- ) 

IIb(Ap<Aq) 

I I ( i - + - ) 

I a (Ap>Aq) 

K+ 0 - ) 

b(Aq>Ar) 

I (+ - - ) 

Ia (Aq<Ar) 

VIa(Ap<Ar) VIb(Ap>Ar) 

+) 6(+ - 0) 

VI (+ - +) 

F i g u r e 9 . Hexagram of domain of s h i f t s i n r e l a t i v e w e i g h t s 
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Next, it is possible to refine the qualitative classification of 

types of relative dynamics by subdividing each of the six sectors of 

hexagram into two (or more) subsectors, depending on the nature of the 

distribution of difference vectors Au. We will choose here a subdivision 

of sectors by means of three straight lines: Ap-Aq; Ap-Ar; Aq-Ar. This 

division generates 12 subsectors characterized by inequalities of the 

types Ap^Aq; Ap^Ar; Aq^Ar (see Fig. 9). For example, subsector H a rep-

resents the urbanization-suburbanization process with a stronger 

urbanization component (Ap>Aq>0). 

Sector in 

hexagram 

Sign conf igurat ions and qua l i t a t i ve categories 
Explanation Sector in 

hexagram Urbanization Suburbanization Sub-suburbanization 

Explanation 

I + - -

Pure urban iza t ion : 

I + - -
increase in share of the 
core population at expense 
of r ing and periphery 
populat ion 

I I + + -

Increase in share of 
core and r i n g population 
at expense of periphery 
population 

I I I - + -

Pure suburbanizat ion: 

I I I - + -
increase in share of 
r i ng population at expense 
of core and periphery 
population 

IV - + + 

Increase in share of r i n g 
and periphery population 
at expense of core 
populat ion 

V - - + 

Pure sub-suburbanizat ion: 

V - - + 
increase in share o f 
periphery populat ion at 
expense of core and r i n g 
population 

VI + - + 

Increase in share of core 
and periphery population 
a t expense o f r i n g 
populat ion 

Table 4. Six qualitative categories of relative population 
dynamics in a core-ring periphery model. 
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For the (+,0,-) impact model we will obtain 13 different qualita-

tive categories, geometrically including the six previous sectors, six 

additional straight line segments (or sides of sectors) associated with 

six sign configurations (+ 0 - ) , (0 + - ) , (- + 0), (- 0 +), (0 - +), and 

(+ - 0), and the point of origin with a sign configuration (0 0 0). 

If we now assume a binary coding of both positive and negative 

impacts, we obtain a fairly complex combination problem for the relative 

changes of the state variables (see for a presentation of all possible 

cases Table 5). 

a) Binary ranking (++,+,-,--) model 

Sectors I II III 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

Gore 
Ring 
Periphery 

+ ++ ++ ++ ++ + + ++ + ++ 

+ + + ++ ++ + + + + + + + ++ 

Sectors 
• 

IV V VI 

16 17 18 19 20 2 1 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

Core 

Ring 

Periphery 

T + ++ + ++ 

+ + + ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ 

+ + + ++ ++ 

+ + + + + + + 

b) Additional qualitative categories for a ternary (++,+ ,0,-, — ) model 

Sides 1 2 3 4 5 6 Or ig in 

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 

Core 

Ring 

Periphery 

+ ++ 

0 0 

0 0 

+ ++ + ++ 

0 0 

0 0 

+ ++ 

0 0 

+ ++ 

+ ++ 

0 0 

0 

0 

0 

Table 5. Sign configurations for relative dynamics in the binary and 
ternary ranking core-ring periphery model 
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Fig. .10 presents geometrically 30 possible qualitative categories 

on the hexagram of possible types of relative population dynamics. 

The introduction of a ternary (++,+,0,-,--) impact model will give 

us 13 additional sign combinations (see also Table 5 and Fig. 10). 

III 2 

Figure 10. Graphical description of 30 qualitative categories 
for a binary ranking (++,+,-,--) impact model of 
relative population dynamics in a core-ring-periphery 
system. 
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5- General Framework of Oualitative Description of Relative 

Multiregional Dynamics 

In a manner analogous to the case of absolute spatial dynamics, we 

will consider a spatial wholeness including N spatial units (regions) 

and a given spatial impact variable (or spatial substance). 

The ith region can be assigned the relative weight z. of a spatial 

substance such that 

0 < z. < 1 
— 1 — 

V Z2 •••+ZN 

(5.1) 

The resulting vector z = (z1,z_,...,zN) will be called the vector 

of relative distribution of some given spatial substance within the 

spatial system. The weight z. presents the frequency that a unit of 

spatial substance will be in the ith region of spatial wholeness. 

The changes in the relative distribution vectors are the essence of 

the relative spatial redistribution process. Associated with this 

process are the following properties (or events): 

(a) the possibility of movement of any unit of spatial substance from 

any region to any other region; 

(b) a non-proportionate (or, as a special case, proportionate) entry or 

exit of spatial substance from and to the world outside of the 

spatial system to and from the various regions of the system; 

(c) a non-proportionate (or, as a special case, proportionate) internal 

growth or decline of the shares of spatial substance among the 

regions of our spatial system; 

(d) the ability to conceptually reclassify the regions into any M (or, 

as a special case, N) regions without altering the nature of the 

spatial substance; and 

(e) the possibility of movement of any unit of spatial substance within 

a single region of the spatial system. 

As can be seen, not all these properties are associated with actual 

spatial movements. Properties (a), (b), (e) (which might be termed 

inter-regional migration, 'inter-whole' migration and intra-regional 

migration, respectively) are clearly spatial in nature. However, 

property (c) (natural growth) occurs in situ: and property (d) 

(reclassification) results in a conditional redistribution, but not in 

actual movements. 
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To siraplify the structure of the redistribution process, it is 

possible to view inter-whole migration (property (b)) and natural growth 

(property (c)) as constituting conditional redistributions as well. That 

is, rather than viewing units as entering the spatial system, they can 

be viewed as conceptually reclassified. It can then be argued, in sum-

mary, that the redistribution process, i.e., the transition from state A 

to state B, is created by a single process: the passage of the spatial 

substance from regions of the spatial wholeness to other regions. 

Like in the case of absolute changes, this simplifying formulation 

allows the possibility of associating the transfer from state z. to 

state z„, i.e., the redistribution of spatial substance, with the vector 

of increments 

Az = zR-zA = (z'1-z1,z'2-z2 Z'N" ZN^ " (Az1,Az2,...,AzN) (5.2) 

The qualitative description of the redistribution is then as-

sociated with a vector of signs of increments: 

Sign Az — (Sign Az.. , Sign Az0 Sign AzM) (5.3) 

where 

Sign Az. = 

+ if Az. > 0, 
1 

0 if Az. = 0 , (5.4) 

- if Az. < 0. 
1 

The first essential difference between the absolute and relative 

distribution of the impact variable (spatial substance) emerges from the 

fact that vectors of relative distribution fall in the N-dimensional 

simplex defined by constraints; 

Z-.+Z-+. . .+zN - 1; 0 < z. < 1; i-1,2, . . . ,N (5.5) 

This means that in the case of three regions the domain of possible 

relative distributions will be an equilateral triangle; in the case of 

four regions this domain will be a regular tetrahedron and in the case 

of N regions the domain will be a regular simplex. 

The second essential difference between the absolute and relative 

distributions of the impact variable sterns from the fact that the dif

ference vector z -z =Az has the property: 
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Az1+Az2+...+AzN- O, -1 < Azt < 1; i=l,2,...,N (5.6) 

This property puts strong constraints on the number of combinatorial 

sign possibilities: for instance, possibilities of type (+,+,+,...+), 

(+,0,+,...,+), (-,-,...,-), or (+,--,-- --) are impossible. 

It is possible to demonstrate that the number n of sign configura-

tions in the N region (+,-) impact model is equal to: 

n - 2N-2; (5.7) 

in the (+,0,-) impact model: 

n - 3N-2(2N-1); (5.8) 

in the binary ranking (++,+,-,--) impact model: 

N N N-l N N 
n = 4 - 2(2W+ N(2W -1)) - (2 -2)(2 -N); (5.9) 

and in the ternary ranking (++,+,0,-,--) impact model: 

N N N-l N-l 
n - 5 -2(3-1 + N(3 -2 )) (5.10) 

6. Spatial Diversitv. Temporal Dynamics and the Hypothesis of 

Unilinear Evolution 

The urbanization spatial cycle hypothesis described in Section 2 

means that each core-ring regional system passes periodically through 

the same sequence of urbanization stages: the stages of urbanization, 

suburbanization, desurbanization and reurbanization. In the set of dif

ferent spatially distributed core-ring systems the stage of each such 

system depends on time: the same urbanization cycle generates the spa

tial diversity of urbanization stages. Essentially, the spatial cycle 

hypothesis is closely connected to the so-called universal hypothesis of 

unilinear evolution. 

The hypothesis of unilinear evolution connects the spatial varia-

tions and temporal changes in the following way: the spatial 

distribution of the states of analogical spatial systems presents a-lso 

the temporal stages through which any one spatial system is likelv to 

pass. 
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Two main problems are connected with the hypothesis of unilinear 

evolution: the first problem is to find analytical interconnections 

between the empirical regularities of spatial distribution of quantita-

tive categories of regions in a fixed point in time and the temporal 

dynamics of one fixed regional system, i.e., to evaluate the inner 

'evolutionary' time for the dynamics of regional systems on the basis of 

empirical regularities of the spatial distribution of qualitative 

categories; the second problem is to find the cartographical presenta-

tion of spatial evolution of the ensembles of regional systems. 

An illustration of the analytical and cartographical presentation 

of space-time relative evolution - by means of a three 

population/single regional spatial demographic system - can be found in 

Sonis (1981). 

Finally, it is interesting to observe that two sides of the 

hypothesis of unilinear evolution - spatial and temporal - were the 

essence of the methods of Maxwell and Boltzmann. Max Planck expressed 

this as follows (see Planck (1931), p. 891): 

'...there is some dissimilarity in the methods of Maxwell and Boltzmann. 

The first, for the obtaining of a definite statistical regularity in the 

case of complex compound mechanical system, considered simultaneously a 

multitude of specimen of this system in different states. Boltzmann, 

however, prefers to follow the diversity of changes of the same system 

for a very long time. Both these approaches, proceeded successively, 

lead to the same statistical laws.' 

In its modern form, the ergodic theorem of Boltzmann-Gibbs 

resembles the hypothesis of unilinear evolution: for gas particles the 

mean velocity of the particles in the bounded volume is equal to the 

mean velocity of only one partiele in time. 

In the field of multiregional dynamics one may hypothesize that the 

concentric decrease in the density of some regional spatial substance 

around one or a few centres forms some evidence for the existence of the 

unilinear evolution of analogous spatial systems. Clearly, the 

hypothesis of unilinear evolution cannot be regarded as the exclusive 

foundation stone for the dynamic behaviour of a spatial system. Also 

singularities leading to bifurcations should be added as driving forces 

for complicated dynamics. Finally, it is noteworthy that unilinear 

evolution reflects essentially the dynamic pathways between different 

singularities or catastrophes. More rigorous research in this field 

supported by empirical evidence would no doubt mean an important con-

tribution to the field of qualitative spatial analysis. 
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